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Fig. 1. Discrete-time model of synchronous CDMA downlink.
an unsupervised clustering algorithm [31]–[34]. The paper con-
cludes in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Using notations from the multirate filtering literature [35],
the discrete-time model of the synchronous DS-CDMA system
with users and chips per bit is depicted in Fig. 1, where
denotes the th bit of user , the signature code
sequence for user
(1)
is normalized to have a unit length, and the transfer function of
the channel impulse response (CIR) is
(2)
It is assumed that . The bit vector of users at is
(3)
and the received signal vector after the chip-matched filters is
(4)
The baseband model for can be represented by [36]
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where the channel white Gaussian noise vector is
with
(6)
the user signature sequence matrix is
(7)
the diagonal user signal amplitude matrix is
(8)
that is, is the user signal power; the CIR matrix
has the form
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the system matrix is defined by
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and orthogonal code sequences are assumed, so that the noise
vector at the outputs of the chip-matched filters is
with
(11)
The ISI span depends on the length of the CIR, , related
to the length of the chip sequence, .F o r , ; for
, ; for , ; and so on.
The model (5) adopted in this study can readily be extended to
the more general case of asynchronous DS-CDMA systems by
an appropriate expansion of the system matrix [6].
It is worth pointing out that we assume an MUD operating on
the outputs of a bank of chip-matched filters, as modeled
by (5). This model requires the knowledge of all the user codes.
The assumption that a receiver knows the user codes is often
a reasonable assumption to have. If, however, the user codes
are unknown to the receiver, the MUD can directly operate on
the chip-rate sampled signals . For the completeness, the
model for is given in Appendix, where it can be seen that
operating on and produces equivalent results.IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NEURAL NETWORKS, VOL. 12, NO. 3, MAY 2001 609
training data set of 640 points, typically around 200 SVs were
selected. The BERs of the resulting SVM MUDs for users 2 and
3 are given in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, in comparison with
the corresponding linear MMSE and optimal one-shot MUDs.
The results again demonstrate that the SVM MUD can closely
approximate the performance of the optimal detector.
We would like to point out that, even though orthogonal
spreading sequences were used in the simulation, the orthog-
onality was destroyed by the ISI channel. Interfering signals
in the simulation were also kept to be relatively strong. The
desired user signal to interference ratio was 0 dB for Example
1 and approximately 5 dB for Example 2.
VI. COMPARISON WITH THE CLUSTERING RBF DETECTOR
Becauseofitsintimatelinkwiththeoptimalone-shotdetector
(21), the RBF model of the form
(34)
is a good candidate for nonlinear MUD. Assuming the number
of the users is known, the number of the centers should be
, and the optimal RBF centers are the set of noise-free
signal states . The width is an estimate of the noise standard
deviation, and the weights can simply be set according to
the class label of the corresponding center, or trained using the
LMS or RLS algorithm. Such an RBF MUD achieves the exact
optimal MUD.
The most efficient way of adaptively placing the RBF centers
tothedesirednoise-freesignalstatesisthesupervisedclusteral-
gorithm [31]. In the multiuser detection context, the algorithm
will require to know all the users’ bits from to ,
and this is impractical for downlink. Thus, unsupervised clus-
tering has to be used. The enhanced -means clustering algo-
rithm [32]–[34] is ideal for the RBF MUD. By using a cluster
variation-weighted measure, this algorithm always converges to
an optimalornear optimalcluster configuration,independentof
the initial center locations. Furthermore, the variance of every
cluster is equal after convergence. This property is particular
relevant to our application since all the cluster variances in this
case should be equal.
The enhanced -means clustering method [33] adjusts the
RBF centers according to
(35)
where the membership function
if
otherwise
(36)
and is the “variance” of the th cluster. To estimate , the
following rule is used:
(37)
where isaconstantslightlylessthan1.0.Theinitial ,
, can be set to the same small value. The learning rate
for centers, , is self-adjusting based on an “entropy” formula
[33].
To illustrate the optimal properties of the enhanced -means
clustering method, consider the user 2 of Example 1 given in
the previous section with SNR SNR dB. Started
from , , the trajectories of cluster cen-
ters in 10000-samples adaptation are shown in Fig. 8. Table V
summarizes the final cluster center positions and variations, in
comparison with the true noise-free signal states. Similar clus-
teringperformancecanbeobtainedwithonly4000datasamples
when the first 16 data points are used as the initial centers, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. The BER performance of such a clustering
RBFMUDisindistinguishablewiththeoptimalone-shotMUD.
The following comparisons for the SVM and clustering RBF
MUDs can be made. The adaptation of the SVM model is based
on a block of data while the clustering RBF is implemented
sample-by-sample. The sample-by-sample adjustment is more
desired in real-time applications. The clustering RBF MUD can
achieve the optimal MUD, provided that a sufficient number of
training data are available. The SVM MUD has an important
advantage as it requires a relatively short training data set. For
our simple Example 1, The SVM MUD requires less than 200
training data. In contrast, the clustering RBF MUD needs a few
thousands of training data, due to the nature of the unsupervised
clustering process. Such a long training data length is difficult
to achieve in practice. As the SVM approach places the kernel
centers directly on some noisy data points called SVs, it will re-
quiremore centersthantheclustering RBF model.For Example
1, the SVM MUD needs typically 40 kernels to closely match
the optimal performance, while the clustering RBF MUD has
only 16 kernel functions.
VII. CONCLUSION
The SVM technique has been applied to adaptive nonlinear
multiuser detection for DS-CDMA systems. It has been shown
that the SVM MUD can closely match the performance of
the optimal Bayesian one-shot detector with an important
advantage of requiring a relatively small training data set.
Comparisons with an adaptive clustering RBF MUD have been
made. A disadvantage of the SVM approach is its block-based
adaptation nature. Although the SVM approach has an excel-
lent model reduction ability, the resulting SVM MUD still
has a larger model size, in comparison with the number of
noise-free signal states. Future research will investigate how
to reduce the number of support vectors further without sacri-
ficing the BER performance too much and how to incorporate
the sample-by-sample adaptive methodology with the SVM
approach.